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A NEW LOOK

NEW CONTENT

FOR ASHTAV'S WEBSITE

Dan Wild has worked hard to make ASHTAV's website more attractive

and dynamic by using Flash, the leading software for creating interactive

website. This makes the format more attractive but it is disappointing if the

quality of the content doesn't match up to the packaging.

The reason that people like you visit a website is to gain information.

ASHTAV's website is, or should be, a neural network helping the dialogue,

ensuring that small isolated communities gain from our association's

accumulated knowledge and expertise. People want help with a new worry

in their vicinity or they want a to get to grips with a new idea or concept.

Our website's The content of our website needs to grab your interest and

to satisfy' your needs It would be facile for the committee to write the site's

PLEASE VISIT www.ashtav.org

content from its perspective, and, to some extent, that's what happens. To

avoid a narrowness of vision Dan needs your help.

We invite you to "road-test" Dan's work and to give him some feedback.

Just as important is to make effective use of the new facilities to spread

your message. Please send to Dan:

• Items from your Society's newsletter

• Web addresses of sites that you've found to be of use

• Responses to postings on our website

• Extracts from newspapers to share with others

• Ideas for pieces that we should commission

• Your current concerns



Cultural

property

advice

portal

sets sail

onlime
February 2007

I) you are thinking of buying or selling art,

the Museums, Libraries and Archives

Council (MLA) has created a website that

may become be the arr and antiques

enthusiast's first port of call. The Cultural

Property AuVice website contains useful

information on collecting, buying and

selling art, antiques and antiquities

legitimately and with confidence.

The wehsire supports private collectors,

trade organisations ami individuals

working in public collections like

museums, libraries and archives. It is a

reliable, accurate and practical source of

information and guidance on cultural

property including; exporting and

importing cultural objects; current

legislation; news on stolen and illicitly

traded objects; and lots of checklists and

facrsheets to support what you are doing.

The Cultural Property Advice website was

commissioned by the Museums, Libraries

and Archives Council (MLA), with

funding from the Department for Culture,

Media and Sport in July 2005. Culture

Minister, David Lammy, said, "Public

interest in buying and selling arr and

antiques is on a high at the moment. But

the 'Jos and don'ts' oi the trade can be

confusing to the novice and the veteran

alike. This site brings all the best advice

together on every aspect ot ir, and i

warmly recommend ir to everyone

involved in this fascinating and rewarding

business."

Chris Batt, MLA Chief Executive, said,

"The first of its kind, this website not only

offers individuals essential information on

tin* rules and regulations surrounding the

purchase of art, antiques and antiquities,

bur presents links to conservation advice;

news on illicit trade; case studies offering

opportunities to learn from others and

more. Ir ^ a virtual one-stop-shop for

guidance on buying and selling art."

Tony Robinson, host of the Channel 4

series Time Team, commented, "I'm

pleased as punch that this website has

been created. It s vitally important thai we

protect the nation's archaeological tinds

for future generations. This website will

help us to do that by explaining the rules

and encouraging those who collect

antiquities to observe them."

Michael Aspel, host of BBC's Antiques

Roadshow programme said, "With so

many individuals involved in the antiques

trade these days, it is vital they are well

informed about the industry's laws. This

website does a great job of arming its

visitors with the information they need to

buy ami sell cultural objects legally."

John Critehley, Director, Antiquarian

Booksellers Association, said, "The

Antiquarian Booksellers' Association is

pleased to endorse the MLA's new

Cultural Property Advice website which

will be an excellent guide for the trade, the

staff of large collections and the general

public alike."

"There is much useful information on the

website and LAPADA The Association of

Art ck Antiques Dealers welcomes any site

that helps both dealers and members of

the public to understand the law regarding

the import and export of works of arr,"

said Sarah Percy-Davies, Chief Executive

of LAPADA.

The Cultural Property advice website can

be found at:

www.culturalproperty

advice.gov.uk

RUM DO IN BRUM?

Brum's Civic Society Gets Bashed

Anyone who thinks that Civic

Societies who engage in debate on

conservation and environmental

matters will be leading a quiet life

should think again. Birmingham

Civic Society had offered to

organize a series ot concerts to

celebrate the re-opening ot the

Town Hatl. Apparently five letters

were sent out to the City Council

asking for the Civic Society to Ex1

involved in the planning of the

celebrations of the £35m rejuvena

tion ot the Grade 1 Listed building

clue to be re-opened next year, bur

there was no reply. When

eventually an eleven-day festival to

mark the re-opening ot the Grade

1 listed building was announced,

the events committee did not

include the Civic Society. This is

very surprising since ir is highly

likely that without the Civic

Society's persistent campaigning

tor rejuvenation the Town Hall

would have been left in decline.

No-one knows why they were

excluded but one is left

wondering if someone is repaying

the Civic Society for its outspoken

attacks on the Council's conserva

tion record, one hopes not.

With thanks to Malvern Civic Society's

Newsletter

Michael Aspel, host oi

BBCl's Anriques Roadshow

Members will be

saddened to learn of the

unexpected death of Newent

Civic Society's treasurer and

membership secretary, John

Rait who was an active

supporter of ASHTAV.
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VALUING OUR HERITAGE

HERITAGELINKmakes

THE CASEFOR INVESTMENT

Prospectus shows over £1 billion in

outstanding repairs

Less per head spent in England on

Heritage than in other European

countries

Heritage Link

Britain's leading heritage organisations (Heritage Link, English

Heritage, National Trust, Historic Houses Association and the

Heritage Lottery Fund) have presented Government with a report,

Valuing our Heritage - The case for future investment in the historic

environment, which details the challenges facing owners and

guardians of our historic sites, buildings, places and gardens.

Valuing our Heritage presents Government with a major

opportunity to halt the decline in the state of thousands of historic

buildings, to ensure a simpler and faster heritage protection system

gets implemented successfully, and to broaden audiences and get

more people involved with the historic environment.

Figures show that there is a backlog of over £1 billion En outstanding

repairs at listed places ofworship and charitably and privately owned

heritage. At the same time, the report shows that spending per head

on heritage in England is less than in other European countries

including Germany, Italy, Portugal, Norway, Spain and the Nether

lands.

Appealing to Ministers ahead of the Comprehensive Spending

Review later in the year, Anthea Case, Chairman of Heritage Link,

representing over 80 voluntary heritage organisations said, 'Last

year's History Matters campaign demonstrated the public's enduring support

and affection for our heritage, in one weekend alone, over I million people

visited historic venues and some 70% of the population have visited an

historic site in the last 12 months. Moreover, our heritage regularly tops she

list of reasons why tourists visit Britain, supporting a tourist industry which

contributes £75 billion to the economy each year.

The enormous input from people from all walks of life, volunteers young and

old, shows how passionately people care about our heritage but maintaining

these assets requires even greater attention and investment.

Oi.fr J 7,000 buildings arc at risk in England alone despite the mono'

already committed to maintenance by private owners and public support.

But HLF awards are down 15% in real terms over the last two years, and

English Heritage luis seen its spending fall by £19.6 million in real terms

over the last 5 years. Today's report seeks to remind Ministers of the

economic, social and educational benefits of maintaining the built heritage

and sets out ways in which Government can make a difference,'

The report identifies ways in which the Government can assist,

including four essential tasks:

1 Implementation of the Heritage Protection Review. Ensure

necessary levels of skills are available. English Heritage alone

requires £5m per year to lead and support the introduction of a new

system of heritage protection, arising from the Heritage Protection

Review, on which a White Paper is expected in February. The review

must also be implemented effectively at local level. An additional

sum will be required to fund Local Authorities' expenditure.

2. Places of Worship. Support frontline restoration and preventa-

tive maintenance for Listed Places of worship (£9m per annum)

3. Investing in the assets. Restoration oi English Heritage's grant in

aid to 1997 levels (£3m per annum); introduction of a fiscal

incentive for maintenance (£10m per annum); and an increase in

the National Heritage Memorial Fund as a hinder of last resort for

heritage at risk {£10m per annum). A total of £23 million per

annum.

4 Reaching people. Invest in increased opportunities for people to

enjoy, learn about and get involved with the historic environment;

and support educational initiatives to take learning outside the

classroom and into heritage venues.

Excluding the cost of Local Authority expenditure, these essential

developments alone require £37 million additional expenditure per

annum.

This would pay for the rescue of around 8 buildings currently at risk;

maintenance at up to 500 privately owned historic properties which

open to the public; would save more treasures for the nation through

NHMF; and, maintenance and repair of hundreds of places ot

worship

Sir Neil Cossons, Chairman of English Heritage, said, 'English

Heritage's grant in aid from Government \ncreased by only 3% between

2000 and 2006. Inflation during this period was 8.5%.

'We have been able to mm the cost.s of inflation by making efficiency

savings, but this would have been money better spent to boost funds for ihe

work that we do for the benefit of the wider public - both for this generation

(UuJ the next.

'Over the same period, the Government's gram to Sport England has

increased !ry 98%, and the grant to Arts Council England increased h\ 53%.

'This time round, I appeal w Ministers to wake up to the potential of the

historic environment and all that it means to people and give the whole sector

the funding and support it deserves.'

James Hervey-Bathurst, President of the HHA, said, 'h is all too easy

to lake Britain's historic em-'ironmem for granted, but without constant

attention and investment our buildings and monuments jail into disrepair

and ruin. The longer repairs are put of}, the greater they cost in the future.

'We are asking the Government to help us w help ourselves. We do so

against a backdrop of unprecedented public enthusiasm hut diminishing

government support. £3 7million per year ecjuates to less than SO pence per

person. For that investment, we can secure a unique bequest to future

generations, of architecture and history which touches each and every one of

us.'

Tony Burton, Director of Policy & Strategy of the National Trust,

commented, 'Britain's heritage is a genuinely wor!d<lass resource that

enriches the cpiality of life of tfu; people who live here and helps define our

nation. // we fail to look after our heritage resource properly, then it nil!

suffer from irreversible loss, damage and decay. Greater levels of investment

and regulatory protection are needed if the Govermiitint's stated support and

the public'.-; huge enthusiasm for heritage are to be matched by delivery on tin:

ground.'



This issue and our forthcoming seminar in Crewkerne concentrate on embracing youth. We are not hell-bent on

adopting the Jesuit doctrine : "Give me a child until he is seven ... and I will show you the man", but realise that

organisations with low membership and dominated by the old may be neither sustainable nor influential.

Chris Smyth of the Association of Railway Preservation Societies has kindly sent this briefing paper to

ASHTAV. We feel that recruiting members is..... well .... recruiting members and is the same art regardless of

the name or purpose of the society.

Association of Railway Preservation

Societies Ltd

VOLUNTEER

RECRUITMENT

So, you want more

working Members?

INTRODUCTION.

"Unless YOU are prepared to take

an active part in running YOUR

railway it is hard to see how we will

manage to operate next year." As a

member of several Railway

Preservation Societies this is a

message I read all too often, and

what a depressing message it is for

someone living miles away and

fully committed elsewhere. The

frequency with which it is repeated

suggests that it is never

a very successful message. Why

not? This paper studies some

possible reasons and suggests

alternative approaches.

I have already touched on the

principal reason why the cry o\

"Woe" is such a disaster. The

majority of those who read it will

he established members of the

Society who have already decided

whether their support is 'active' or

'armchair'. This sort of appeal will

do nothing for die active member,

except possibly lower his morale

and make him feel he will need an

alternative hobby next summer.

What does it do tor the armchair

fraternity? Many would dearly like

to help but are unable to do so

because of age, infirmity, distance

or other commitments. So all they

get is an impression that the cause

is lost; maybe they should put their

money elsewhere next year. What

about a few who might actually be

able to help. Will they respond to

the call to put their linger in the

dike.'1 Possibly so, but we are asking

them to join a losing team and that

does not sound a very alluring

prospect.

Surely it is time to stop crying woe

and try a more positive approach.

THE ACTIVE TEN PER CENT.

There is a good rule of thumb

which states that in any volunteer

body roughly ten per cent of the

membership will be active. Does

this mean that if you recruit an

extra hundred members they will

include about ten new workers? I

believe the answer is generally,

"Yes". But have I just exchanged

one problem for another? If we

cannot recruit new workers can we

recruit new members?

If I were to visit your site next

week would it be clear to me that

it involves a volunteer society that

I would be welcome to join? Do

your Guidebook timetable and

adverts tell me so? Is there a well

signed location where 1 could join

on the day? Or would it be up to

me to ask and find out that "The

bookshop has the address of the

Membership Secretary. If you write

to him enclosing an s.a.e. he wiil

send you an application form.

Then you will need to h'nd a

current member to sponsor your

application which will be reviewed

at the quarterly meeting of the

Committee". Not that there is

anything wrong with the second

approach provided the outfit

already has all the members it

needs.

As a visitor 1 am a Eikely recruit,

since ! am at least sufficiently

interested to have made my way to

your railway. But do not assume

that I will spot a single small

recruitment sign and for goodness

sake i.\o not work on the basis that

if I am interested I will ask.

Visitors are not the only source of

new recruits. The travelling sales

stall can also be your recruitment

agency and anyone giving a talk

about the Society should be well

armed with membership forms.

You may like to consider a multi-

pronged recruitment campaign

including inducements to new

members such as "Join now and

your membership will be valid for

15 months". One word of
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warning. Beware of setting up an

inducement so tempting that

people join who are not really

interested in the Society. A good

general rule is that an armchair

member's subscription should

include a real contribution to

Society funds.

One final word about recruitment,

or to be more accurate retention.

Are you losing members because

their renewal form was enclosed in

a journal which included lots of

other hand-outs? I have been

caught this way a couple of times

and rely on you to send me a final

reminder unencumbered with

excess paperwork.

3. VACANCIES IN ALL

DEPARTMENTS.

We have already noted that a good

healthy membership will produce a

Large active workforce. Is any

further action required? It will do

no harm to point out where the

vacancies lie, but beware of

advertising for "Engine Drivers and

Station Masters" when what we

really want are "Cleaners and

Porters". Unless your outfit is very

different from my own a

newcomer will start from the

bottom of the ladder and if is

unfair to suggest anything else.

But you can still make the

opportunities sound exciting.

"Take an active part in locomotive

restoration", "Join the Station

Team at "and "Help Sales Preserve

Steam" all sound like invitations to

take part in a worthwhile venture

and they can be advertised both to

members and to the general

public.

INTRODUCTIONS.

"We all welcome new volunteers,

simply show up on any operating

day". What nonsense! We all know

that every Preservation Society

includes its fare share of grumpy

characters who would not welcome

anybody at any time. Further even

our sunnier spirits find it hard to

welcome the new face that shows

up at the Booking Office window

at two o'clock on a Bank Holiday

afternoon..

But dealing by post is often even

worse. If I "simply write to. ." or

"tick the box to show my interest

in ..." will anyone trouble to follow

it up? No doubt there are some

conscientious exceptions but

experience has taught me that

active preservationists are poor cor

respondents.

So introducing a new volunteer to

the Society is a skilled task

deserving some careful thought.

Here are two ideas for you to talk

over and develop.

The Introductory Day is a specific

day on which at least one member

of each Railway Department is on

hand to show round potential

recruits. The day must be well

advertised in advance, particularly

to the Society membership. One

small sub-paragraph in the Society

Journal is not sufficient,

something more on the lines of a

formal invitation is required. And

some skill is needed to make the

day sound interesting; do not

worry too much about free-loaders,

a day talking about railway

preservation will only be attended

by those who are considering

taking an active part! Each

Department needs to decide in

advance just hew it will progress

any volunteers who express an

interest.

The Training Officer is a post for

any handy hero. He will take an

active interest in each new recruit,

issue their Rule Book, quietly but

firmly weed out the loonies and

supervise all initial training.

Perhaps his brief should be to

hand each new recruit over to

some other senior member after an

initial period.

I now set out some problems and

possible solutions.

i Let me introduce you to four

potential recruits. Your problem is

to sort out what you are going to

do with them!

1. Ms. EUNICE DRIVER is a very

determined young lady who wants

to live up to her name and join the

Locomotive Department.

2. TREVOR SPOTTER is an

energetic lad just fourteen years of

age and he wants to help on

stations.

3. MR Lj. SILVER wants to join

the Station roster. He seems

normally able-bodied except for his

wooden leg.

4. MR. HATTER is willing to help

in any department. Unfortunately

a few minutes conversation with

him will reveal that he is "not a full

shilling".

It is no use telling me that you are

seeking MR. S. MAN, a versatile

thirty-year old with 80 hours a

week free time. These are your

volunteers: What are you going to

do with them?

I will give you some sample

answers, but please work out your

own response before you read

them.

Let us be honest and admit that

EUNICE is a shade unusual. Most

ladies seem to prefer shops and

buffets to the footplate. But these

days we are all "Equal

Opportunity" employees, are we

not? So there is no real problem.

It should not even be necessary to

point out that we are talking about

a complete job. We cannot have a

fireman who does not shovel coal,

or who is not prepared to take her

turn getting up at 0500 to light up.



TREVOR is something of a

challenge. Enthusiastic youngsters

represent our future. But children

require supervision and the public

must not see them being given re

sponsibility beyond their years. If

you do not already have well-

defined rules, consider the

following:'

Children under fourteen must be

under the close supervision of a

sensible adult who is responsible

for their safety and behaviour.

Youngsters aged fourteen and

fifteen may not be left in sole

charge of any location, may not

handle money, nor operate

dangerous machinery. Additional

age limitations apply to senior

posts such as driver or signalman.

MR. SILVER'S wooden leg

presents no real problem. There

are a number of tasks which can

be undertaken by the disabled

person. The requirement is for the

individual and the railway to

appreciate what limitations exist

and to work within them. But if

Mr. Silver turns out to be a pirate

we will deal with him severely. Is it

your policy to prosecute working

members caught with their fingers

in the till? (When discussing the

draft of this document I was taken

to task for suggesting that a

disabled individual might be a

rogue. I am unrepentant- The

disabled include the full spectrum

of humanity, the cheery and the

miserable, the competent and the

incompetent, the honest majority

and the dishonest minority)

Poor MR. HATTER. 1 am afraid

there is nothing we can do for him

or him for us. He must be politely

told this as soon as possible.

PROMOTION

I started by quoting a cry for

assistance. Let me now consider

the sentence which so often

follows it. "The increasing

wotkload is falling on a decreasing

number of shoulders and this is

intolerable".

Have you ever tried to take a job

off one of these overloaded

characters? Did he welcome your

interest? The truth is that those of

us who run the Preservation

Societies enjoy the task and most

of us have little intention of

standing down.

This can have a demoralising effect

on a new recruit who feels that his

promotion depends on stepping

into a dead man's shoes. No

wonder he is sometimes tempted to

go off and start a new preservation

scheme of his own.

But there is really no shortage of

responsible positions. Up and

down the country many locos and

coaches clearly lack a caring

caretaker, And many societies

seem to be crying out for

Archivists, Record Keepers and

Curators. These jobs are often put

to one side by "Top Brass" who

already have enough on their

plates. A solution may be to

advertise such "Responsible

Positions Vacant" to the existing

working membership. Any

candidates will then be known

and unsuitable appointments can

be avoided. The newly

Responsible Person can then be

encouraged to attend Meetings

and will he available as a potential

recruit when a senior position falls

vacant.

Here are a few

points to ponder.

final

Every volunteer

appointment should carry

its fair share of both kicks

and ha'pence*

For example, every fireman

should expect to do his

share of lighting-up. This

should be pointed out to

the new recruits and we

must be alert for any

individual who is taking all

the glory but doing none of

the donkey-work.

As a Society develops, a job

which was easily within the

capabilities of a single

person may grow to a level

where tt should really be

split into two or even three

parts. Try not to wait until

the person collapses

through trying to do too

much.

Do not assume that a single

article in your Society

magazine will be read by

every member. If you want

to get a message through, be

prepared to repeat it.

Never forget that the object

of every recruitment drive is

to attract others into our

enjoyable and challenging

hobby!
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IS THE DECLINE OF THE VILLAGE INEXORABLE?

Ed Grimsdale

Is there room at the heart of our global" world for rural

villages, or is their decline and fall inevitable? They wont

he missed by all Britons. Stephen Bayley founding

Director of the Design Museum, has remarked that the

village is emblematic of the "thwarted longings for rural

cuteness that torment the uneducated English mind."

Our UK villages, or what pass for villages, survive but is

that life after death?

Have rural settlement passed from vigorous life to a

more ethereal, unreal, virtual existence?

Do they haunt the landscapes as ghosts, without life-

blood, without hope, trapped in a landscape until ... ?

Undeniably, there are forces that vitiate the vitality and

sap the sustainability of villages in the UK. Let's list a

few:

• Mechanisation of farming leading to fewer

rural job opportunities

• Loss of services, husinesses and function

• Globalisation: cheaper sourcing of rural

products from abroad

• The urbanisation of volunteers during two

extended 20cil century World Wars

• The loss of the local "Squire" and his self-im

posed duty of care

• The loss of nucleating organisations ( e.g.

church and school) as bodies create fewer,

larger, "more efficient", branches

Scarce facilities allocated by ever more distant

Councils on the basis of where investment will

advantage the greatest number

Increased rural mobility leading to shopping in

regional superstores and the consequent

leaching of resources from smaller places (the

multiplier divided)

The decline of rural public transport

Immigration flows favouring towns jobs are

mushrooming and abhorring the lands where

mushrooms were grown

The attrition over the last 1000 years of

common land to a picturesque, but unsustaina

ble, rump - the village green.

Planning dominated by urban planners who

love the reflected glory of town and city regen

eration schemes; small is not beautiful, it is

redundant to them

The flight of the affluent to villages; often they

become Nimbys or keen supporters of the

quaint but unsustainable

The sustainability agenda - let's build, renew,

invest in the most sustainable places leading to

dilapidation through under-investment in

villages

The redefinition of the countryside as a "set-

aside" wild place
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There has been a breakdown in the

understanding and the relationship

between rural people as "producers"

and the urban community as

"consumers". Town dwellers will

suffer little it there was to be a

general strike by agricultural workers.

Communications have improved so

much chat Hungary would feed

hungry mouths at little extra cost.

How Britain's farmers must hope

that the recent scare about "bootiful"

food will increase the town people's

love of locally "home-grown".

What is the essential purpose of a

village without a pub, bank, shop,

school or a "live-in" priest' In the

"global village" criss-crossed by

multiplexed streams of images of

myriad attractive "lifestyles" there is

less appetite for places that impose a

cost in time on accessing fashionable

pleasures. Of course, there are those

who "want to get away from it all",

but they may not be the most

clubbable, and their needs may

extend no further than a dormitory

in "Little Snoring".

The causes of village failure have

been plotted eloquently in Gert

Mak's Jorwcrd: The Death of the Village

in Late 20th Century Europe. His study

examines why the thriving Friesland

village of Jorwerd ( aka Jorwert,

population 360) in Holland has

changed a society built on local, idio

syncratic, unregulated enterprise

which was hill of people whose inter

dependent lives were woven into the

"story" of the place. Nowadays, the

village has lost that soul and it may

be fit only for car-rich, careless

commurers. The nickname for

inhabitants of Jorwert's was

"Dweilstikken" or those that

depended on the rich and the book's

title translated literally means "How

Gud disappeared from Jorwerd" and the

decline in religious belief and thus

eleemosynary morality are powerful

forces in the decline oi the village as

a working community in Britain.

Villages are transforming into places

for a while. Those in transition or

retreat visit or stay in places in

transition or hibernation. Resorts,

heritage centres, retirement homes

are just a pimples without

progressive purpose in the land that

lies between suburb and the truly

wild. Village homes are turning into

centres lor contemplation whilst

life's more vital functions happen in

and around regional centres and

cities. Village life and gossip decline

when their inhabitants' more

memorable moments occur

elsewhere.

Is there no light, or is the decline

going to end in fall?

Why support ASHTAV if all is

doom and gloom?

I do believe that there is hope, nor

for all villages, hut certainly for those

where the inhabitants come together

to cherish and nourish their

community. The reasons villages

formed are extraordinarily various

and their routes to salvation will be

just as diverse. Thar is <inc reason

why regional planning is inimical to

villages - one size does not fit all

villages and to prepare unique plans

for each idiosyncratic small place

can't happen when planners are fully

stretched and suffer from myopia.

There are three themes running

through the routes to a new life for

villages: financial support ("those that

depended on the rich") and freedom -

subsidiarity, if you like, the need to

take effective decisions at the very

local level, and building community

through organisations fir for life in

the 21>r century.

Many effective champions of villages

are affluent newcomers. They have

chosen a lifestyle and they have the

knowledge, the entrepreneurial skill,

the contacts to promote and achieve

sensitive change and to withstand the

big battalions. There is a debate

whether "excessive" city bonuses

should be taxed more heavily at

source. The counter argument is that

higher taxation will drive mobile en

trepreneurs abroad. Is there a "third

way", to re-establish notion of caring

for, investing in, the community in

which ones lives.' The cost to the

affluent need not be financial,

voluntary work maintaining the

village shop, organising a community

bus, or cajoling rhe planners, is

worth just as much. ASHTAV's

members recognise and practise these

virtues. That is why increasing the

membership of ASHTAV is vital. It

is the reason that ASHTAV was

formed; it remains central to its

credo.

Drawing in newcomers is vital to

their effectiveness as agents of

renewal. Many will spend weekends

within the village. The local may not

be their favourite locale, the church

may be redundant or off-puttingly

illiberal, but sporting clubs can

attract high-fliers whose work-routine

is to sit in front of a bank ot

computer screens manipulating

markets with little physical activity

beyond pressing a key, gliding a

mouse and lifting an astonished

eyebrow.

One route to salvation will lie in the

burgeoning of farm shops. Over the

past five years the number of farm

shops in Britain has increased by

15% to nearly 4,000, according to

Farma, the National Farmers' Retail

and Markets Association. Farma

claims that those outlets when

added to farmers' markets generate

annual sales of more than £2 billion.

Some farm shops, such as Blagdon in

Northumbria are generating

turnovers of £1 million or more per

year. Blagdon is based in an farm on

the edge of the privately owned
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Blagdon estate, and, like many of the

new farm shops, was horn of

necessity. Of course, it is not and

could not be the product of coherent

planning - it is unsustainable, people

from towns miles away drive to

Blagdon in the search for quality

food of known, reliable, local

provenance. It was horn our of

wedlock with the planners, a bastard

mothered by necessity on a former

arable and dairy farm. The farm was

failing, under the cosh from super

markets setting the price for milk

below th^ cost of production. Inci

dentally, the Blagdon enterprise gives

a lie to the notion that it is quality

food is demanded only by the

affluent: many of its customers are

former miners.

Farm shops are unlikely to be a

sufficient economic spur by

themselves. It is vital that villages

lobby to ensure that area and

regional plans permit and encourage

imaginative solutions for under-uti

lised farm land and buildings.

Villages need to be aware that their

splendid isolation and smallness may

cause the District's Nero to give veto

their dreams and their very future.

It's so easy, and so reasonable, for a

District to adopt a policy like this

from the West of England:

"/t is important to establish the level of

services available within a settlement,

and the function of that settlement,

before assessing whether it is appropriate

to identify it as a village thai can

accommodate limited growth to meet

local needs. Promoting growth within

the rural areas, which lack service

provision, could lead to a continuation 0/

previous problems of out-commuting.

Oh what nasty, divisive plans are

contained in that ghastly life-sen

tence packed with jargon.

On the other hand, enlightenment

may rule. Here's a line from the

strategy in the Mendips:

"to allow farm enterprises to diversify

their activities, beyond those ancillary w

farming, to help sustain and increase

local employment."

And that authority encourages home-

working, acknowledging its green

contribution and its ease of

adoption, as there may be no need

for planning permission.

Villages can get ideas and compare

their vision with other small places

across the UK by interacting with the

Commission for Rural Communi

ties, A good start may be to order a

copy of the first report in October

2006 from Rural Advocate. Dr

Stuart Burgess

(wvvw-.ruralcommunities.gov.uk/publ

ications/crc33reportoftheruraladvoca

£e).
Dr Burgess introduces his report in

this way: "Rural England is undergoing

immense change. Last year over 105,00

more people moved from urban Co rural

areas than moved the other way. While

the quality of life for the majority is good,

there remains a sizeable minority whose

lives are blighted by disadvantage, poverty

and exclusion. This is a problem that is

barely recognized and often not

addressed"

"Too often rural life still is portrayed as

the idyll so beloved of writers and

painters from Wordsworth tu Constable.

This report has helped me piece together

what I hope is a more realistic picture of

rural life in the 2 1st century".

ASHTAV members will spot the key

statistic in those words: migration is

occurring from the urban to the

rural; the village with all of its

present disadvantages and perilous

future is what so many want. The

statistic is all the more remarkable

when one considers how much more

difficult ir is to gain planning

permission for a new dwelling in the

countryside than on a brownfield site

in a town.

At the same time the Commission

published a report on the impact of

the government's self-imposed rural
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proofing policies. The report wasn't

over-impressed:

The Government's commitment to rural

proof policy development

and im/)leme?uaL;on was only partially

fulfilled during 2005/6.

Our evidence shows that rural proofing is

not being systematically

pursued across policy areas and depart

ments. There is a level of

commitment but, without its consistent

application throughout

Government, this is unlikely to deliver

their goals for thriving rural

communities and fair access to services.

CONCLUSION

The decline in villages is not

inexorable but survival,

revival, depends on local

effort. The spark plugs may be

individuals within villages.

Not to grow will ensure doom

for the smallest communities.

Hamlet may become

synonymous only with

Denmark. Villages who do not

possess and cannot attract

energizing, creative, entrepre

neurs may well fail. Such

people will inspire their village

authorities and, having

assessed their place's strengths

and weaknesses will make

them seize the initiative

through the creation of a

vision for sustainable growth.

To achieve and deliver that

vision, villages must prepare to

engage with municipalities,

regions and sympathetic

agencies.



Beware Regional

Strategy

Ray Green

How should Small Town and Village

Councils and Amenity Societies respond

to the "SPATIAL STRATEGIES" drawn

up by their Regional Assemblies.'' There

may be a temptation to wait until the

District Council consults on the new

'Local Development Framework' [LDF]

but that may he too late it the regional

authority has laid down a pattern which

places the small towns or villages at a

disadvantage.

REGIONAL TEGY fO

What will the

SOUTH WEST
be like in

2026
SOUTH WEST

Ui"i»nttl I \\rutht\

PE THE FUTURE

WEST REGION

Regional Assembly wants to hear your views on haw we can

best meet the future needs ot the South West, its people,

its businesses and its environment.

We are consulting art the most appropriate way for development to happen |

in the South West over the nwt 20 years, To iielp us to decide on the best ]

strategy, we have identified three dtlfetent ways in which the region might '

develop. We are not asking yog lo dioose between them but to let us have '

your views on Inem as a basis for gutting development in the future. a

LITTLE CHANGE IN THE SOUTH

WEST

In the South West, 1 found that the

strategy gave something of a false

impression that rurure development

would be concentrated more on the larger

towns than in the past. The Strategy

claims to place an increasing emphasis on

21 significant towns and cities and

suggests areas of search for new

development related to each, but an

analysis shows that the strategy continues

without much change what the county

structure plans had been achieving over

the last twenty years.

First to explain: research has shown that total development - or "Land take" - is roughly proportional to housing

growth; thus housing allocations point fairly accurately to the demand for new development land. For the South

West I compared the future housing allocations with present populations with the following results.

AREA

Bournemouth

Poole 6k environs

Bristol sub-region

HOUSING PROVISION

(% of Regional Total)

6.8

42.4

South Coast Urban

Exerer Torbay Plymouth 1 5.8

& environs

Rural ck Market 35.0

Towns area

POPULATION 2001

(% of Regional Total)

S.5

38.0

16.5

37.0
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So, the strategy continues to place a light brake upon the south coast urban areas and emphasises the Bristol sub-region

but it also allocates enough housing to the districts comprising the rural and market towns area to provide an average

of 900 extra homes for each of the iOO towns in the region.

Our concern that the country towns would be left to decline into unviability has proved unfounded

- SO FAR. However, what of the village?

When I was first involved in planning rural

areas, the concept of the key village was

accepted politically but today the population

needed to support basic facilities implies a

town rather than a village and if we are to

meet the criteria laid down for sustainahle

settlements the village seems a lost cause.

Yet I understand that the Commission tor

Rural Communities is thinking anew about

the future of the village. Some politicians

and planners would also write off the

country town as unsustainable, but in its

relative isolation its carbon imprint may be

no larger per person than that of the

metropolis, and it is a favoured place to live.

It can support a wide range of services and

facilities, provide a variety of jobs, opportu

nities for entrepreneurs, and can usually

grow in sympathy with its surrounding countryside.

So to all these parish and town councils, local amenity societies and trusts the message

is to ensure that the future of the rural community is not prejudiced by the urban

planners whose thinking seems to dominate Government policy and regional strategy.

A comment... made by Cirencester Civic Society....

Civic Trust

As members will know, The Civic Trust is the national body to which we are affiliated. Sad to relate however,

The Trust does not seem to be offering the same level of advice and support that we enjoyed some years ago.

This is a sad state of affairs as it is important that the guardians of the built environment should have a powerful

central voice with which to lobby appropriately. CPRE {The Council for the Protection of Rural England) is

well-known, and a fine example to follow.

Well, well, ... perhaps other Societies will follow Cirencester's example and ensure that the join

ASHTAV - the true home and voice of the smaller places. Certainly, our legacy from the estate of

Dr Herbert Lane will ensure that our small voice will be amplified Readers will be pleased to hear

that our Chairman, John Alexander, has visited Kellogg College (University of Oxford) and that

the arrangements necessary to support a fellowship are proceeding apace.

ASHTAV is examining whether it should appoint a paid administrator to quicken our response to

issues and to aid in the recruitment and retention of members.
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EVESHAM'S RESPONSE TO REGIONAL STRATEGY

West Midlands Regional Assembly

Regional Partnership Centre

Albeit House. Quay Place

92-93 Edward Street

Birmingham Bl 2RA !■' February07

Dear Sirs.

Regional Spatial Strategy

We welcome the opportunity to comment

on the options set out in the consultation

document For Phase 2 revision of the West

Midlands Spatial Strategy.

Mousing

The most controversial issue will

inevitably be that of housing demand and

the allocation of housing within the

region. Our comments relate to Wychavon

and, more specifically, to Evcsham and

the Vale.

The three options presented arc so widely

at variance that it is difficult to arrive at a

sensible compromise but, as a local Civic

Society, it is incumbent on us to consider

the optimum size for a market town like

Evesham. How far should the town

expand before it loses its character as a

medium si?;cd provincial market town?

Since 1967 the population of Evesham has

grown from 12,000 to almost double this

figure. Most of the new development has

been on large housing estates on the south

side of the town. Many ofthe people who

live in these commute and shop in

Cheltenham or Worcester, while there are

many empty shops in the town centre.

In principle there is no objection to further

expansion and sufficient sites are available

within the by pass to accommodated this.

Outside the bypass there is scope for

building on the west side of Cheltenham

Road without infringing on the green belt

between Evesham and Hampton, which is

one of the principles set out m the District

plan, but we consider that expansion to

30,000 is the maximum that should be

allowed before the character of the town

becomes unalterably affected.

Environment

Quality of Life is a key factor. Evesham

must not be allowed to become a

dormitory town for people who work in

the Cheltenham/Gloucester or the

Birmingham conurbations. There is a need

to encourage traditional retail businesses

in the town centre and good leisure

facilities, including a cinema are essential

if residents arc to regard Evesham as their

social centre.

Tunni/l Vis

For these reasons it is essential that further

house building takes into account the

provision of an adequate infrastructure:

sewage, public transport, schools and local

shops need to be incorporated in any

future

plans: this has not always been the case in

the past. Specifically, there is a need to

retain and modernise our community

hospital.

For the same reasons a balance needs to

be struck between the demand for low cost

housing and maintaining a satisfactory

social mix.

A particular local issue is the provision of

sites for travellers. There is no question

that Wychavon has taken more than its

fair share of these in recent years and we

consider that a more equitable provision

for these should be built into the regional

strategy.

Employment

Tt is likely that the fruit and vegetable

packaging industries will remain the core

of local employment, with inevitable

increase in glasshouses and heavy

vehicles. It is important that these,

including polylunnels, should be brought

under planning control. In addition there is

scope for light industry and retail

development on existing sites -

particularly Vale Park and Worcester

Road. There are also many small sites

within the town, which lent themselves to

small scale, non intrusive, industrial

activity in areas scheduled for "mixed de

velopment".

Waste

The County Council has recently

published details of its waste development

strategy, which is a very well thought out

and presented document and we have no

comments on this.

Transport

This embraces two issues: congestion in

the town centre and heavy vehicles on

village roads. It would seem impossible to

limit the latter without damaging the rural

economy but there must be scope for

minor improvements to many of the

village roads to make life safer and easier

for the people who live in villages such as

Badscy and the Littletons. Retention and

improvement of local facilities such as the

hospital, police station and magistrate's

court would in itself contribute substan

tially to easing road congestion by

reducing the need for people to travel to

oilier centres such as Worcester or

Cheltenham.

The town centre is a major problem.

Evesham's location within the river bend

and its mediaeval street pattern make

congestion difficult to deal with. A new

bridge combined with improvements to

the Waterside/Abbey Road junction will

make it easier to implement the current

High Street Improvement scheme making

the town centre more attractive and

pedestrian friendly by encouraging a

steadier flow of traffic, minimising

pollution and traffic noise.

We very much hope that you will be able

to take these thoughts into account in

considering the current revision of the

Spatial Strategy for the West Midlands.

Yours faithfully,

Brian Barry

Chairman
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NEWS FROM ACROSS THE UK

Gipsies win

David Way from the Vale (if Eve-

sham Society has alerted ASHTAV

to an issue that seems to reverberate

across the UK.

GIPSIES set Lip camp on a green-

field site near Wyre Piddle over

three years ago. The encampment

was illegal and the local authority

gave them notice to quit. After

many rounds of battle up and down

the planning hierarchy, a battle

which has cost the District Council

dear in terms of ins need to hire law

yers, the gipsy campers have won

their appeal to stay put. Those in

local government and other in local

amenity societies are amazed, in fact

they cannot believe that the law of

the land has been set aside.

The travellers settled on land in

Duffledown View, Upper Moor,

near Wyre Piddle, in September

2003, may now sremain on the site

permanently after the government

inspector upheld their right to es

tablish nine chalet-style pseudo-mo

bile homes on the land, each with

its own touring caravan, a shed and

amenity block along with shower

facilities.

Now tree-fringed site has its own

gateway leading; many of the homes

have their own gates and have pri

vate drives

Unsurprisingly the former gipsies

are said to be "delighted" hut Gill

Collins, head of planning at

Wychavon District Council, said

the decision purs out a message to

residents that if they contravene

planning restrictions and stick it

out, regardless of the harm to the

area or the impact on neighbours,

they will "get away" with it. We will

be studying the detail of the inspec

tor's report and the decision letter

before deciding whether or not to

take the matter further."

Mid-Worcestershire MP Peter Luff

also expressed his surprise at the

ruling which he says contravenes

local planning policies and flies in

the face of strong arguments put

forward by Wychavon District

Council. He said: "Wychavon was

right to oppose this particular devel

opment and the Government is

WTone to allow it.

"We know that the families associ

ated with this development have

other places in which to live, so the

site is not needed on housing

grounds."

The inspector .said die site is needed

on housing grounds, and the needs

of the gipsy families muse take prec

edence over all normal planning

requirements.

Olympics to cost Lotto

good causes £575m

"GOOD causes supported by the National

Lottery will miss out on more than halfa

billion pounds because of the 2012 Lon

don Olympics - a financial drain rhar could

cost Scottish charities more than £50 mil

lion in funding.

The National Audit Office (NAO) will rev

day reveal that special "Olympic Lottery"

games and scratchcards designed to help

fund the 2012 Games are diverting mil

lion? from conventional lottery games and

the causes they support, as regular players

switch their custom.

In all, the NAO estimates that some £575

million will be diverted from traditional

lottery projects, something it has dubbed a

"cannibalisation effect".

Scotland typically receives 9 per cent o\ lot

tery spending, meaning the loss north of

the Border from that cannibalisation is

likely to be £51.75 million between 2006

and the end of the London Olympics."

Friday02.07 n

Of course, small towns and villages across

the country share these fears that the

Olympic legacy will be built by robbing

rural Peter Heritage to pay metropolitan

Paul R.E. Generation.

Much VVenloek Civic Society are con

cerned about The Impact of the 2012

Olympics on its lovely town

"We want to raise awareness and

ensure sure that the town is adequately

prepared for the impact of the 2012

Olympics. The town will become a

major tourist attraction well beyond the

period ot the games. We are keen to

ensure that action is taken to secure

external funding to enhance local

attractions and to provide adequate

parking lor cars and coaches."

Do all ASHTAV readers appreciate

The significance of Much Wenlock to

Olympian history.'1 There's a Much

Wenlock Olympian Society

The Society is devoted to preserving

the ideals of Dr William Penny

Brookes, founding father of the Mod

ern Olympic Gnmes.

It was in 1850 that the first ever Ol

ympian Games were held in Much

Wenlock. The brainchild of Dr

Brookes, the games were originally

designed "to promote the moral,

physical and intellectual improve

ment of the inhabitants ot the Town

and neighbourhood of Wenlock"!

Over subsequent years this concept

inspired individuals Si sporting or

ganisations throughout Europe - in

spiration that no doubt made a

significant contribution ro the re

birth of the modern Olympic Games.
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A Letter to the Editors from RYE CONSERVATION SOCIETY TN ,,

Dear Sirs,

There are several public houses

within the Conservation area of

Rye in East Sussex, as indeed there

are in the centres of most historic

market towns in Britain. In such

towns with narrow mediaeval

streets, the public realm is not

always suited to modern traffic

needs, and commercial vehicles

constantly and on a daily basis

cause considerable damage to the

fragile infrastructure of roads and

pavements and to street-fronting

timber-framed buildings.

The drivers of beer delivery

vehicles, for example, arc frequently

CO be witnessed in Rye mounting

pavements and parking illegally so

as to cause obstruction to

pedestrians and breakage of york-

srone paving slabs. These delivery

vehicles are not always equipped

with rubber mats lor off-loading

aluminium beer kegs and they are

dropped onto the pavement again

damaging and breaking the paving

stones. Here is a sample

photograph illustrating this type of

damage.

vehicle are untrained in the respect

due to the public realm, and their

employers are in breach of legal

duty. The barrels are too heavy to

the man-handled and ladder-ramps

are no longer generally employed

probably on grounds of health and

safety. There is a case for such

vehicles being equipped with tail

lifts to lower kegs to the ground.

The present practice of dropping

weighty barrels onto the pavements

cannot be allowed to continue.

We are bringing this complaint of

bad industrial practice to the

attention of all the appropriate

authorities. However, individual

companies can do much to alleviate

the problem through proper staff-

training and formulating policy

directives and regulations. We are

writing to all companies delivering

beer barrels to public houses in this

area requesting that they take

action to train their staff and to

equip their vehicles properly.

There needs to be a concerted and

informed campaign to enforce

existing laws, at the same time

recognising that in many cases

there is a legitimate job of work to

be done. We are inviting your

assistance in protecting our heritage

towns and cities from the

depredations of vehicles (and not

only HGVs) which are causing

severe damage to the public realm

and infrastructure of the built

environment.

We look forward to your reply with

interest.

Yours faithfully,

Kenneth Bird (Hon Secretary)

It is clear that the drivers of delivery

Dear Ken,

Very many thanks for your letter

headed "Public Duty of Care" of the

7t!l January last which sets our very

clearly an expensive, and ongoing,

problem tor the people of Rye - and

East Sussex CC - or does the

replacement of paving sets fall to

your District Council?

Being "modern" by comparison,

here in Corsham the breweries

appear to be able to access the yards

of public houses. The "offences"

causing me to grit my teeth are

drivers parking their cars on the

pavements, forcing both the elderly

and young mothers with pushchairs

into the roadway - or turning

attractive, wide, grass verges into

rutted, muddy wildernesses on the

approach roads!

1 will also ask Dan Wild to include

this on the Agenda for our next

Committee Meeting in order that

we may discuss the matter and come

to some decision on a course of

action. Perhaps we could start a

dialogue with the Road Haulage and

Freight Transport Associations, as

the breweries may well be members

of one or other organisation. I

know from the Freight Quality

Partnership meetings I attend here

in Wiltshire that both have

concerns that all HGV drivers

should create a good impression,

showing both care and considera

tion for other road users. Perhaps

the public realm has not come

under the spotlight prior to this.

Sincerely,

Anne Lock

ARE YOU UPSET BY SIMILAR

INCIDENTS IN YOUR

LOCALITY?

DO LET US AND RYE KNOW SO

WE MAY INFORM AND

ENERGISE THIS DEBATE.
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The Barker II

Report

is reviewed by

John Bishton

Phe following observations arise

rom a second look through copies

>f the Royal Town Planning

nstitute's PLANNINGmagazine

or the past year and more.

Members are grateful for its use,

ee The Inspector Says'.) Its contents

re likely to have a far greater

mpaet on the lives of members

ian other matters occupying major

arts of even the broadsheets, but

ley have only occasionally hit the

eadlines, except for references to

isputes about greenbelts and

□nflicts about airports. The range

1 our membership means that

irierent recommendations will

latter more to some than others,

■om the villages whose Post Office

already earmarked for closure

ind with it their store) to larger

laces that could attract massive

Kpansion. London was only the

rst city of villages, it is not the last.

would be valuable if members

uild k.\o two things; identify their

lain concerns for ASHTAV

. EWS and report how they have

ied to influence plans (and at

hat level).

he genesis and context of the

eport are significant. We want

ined-up government so it is not

treasonable for one department

1 government to comment on the

ork of another and promised co-

rdination has to depend on agreed

riorities. If you run R and D you

in he sure that Distribution could

e much better organised; it you

in Astrological Studies you can be

STONEHENGE - A CASE FOR RET-

ROSPECTIVE PLANNING
PERMISSION?

\\

Salisbury District Council has called on anyone

with an interest In the future ofStonehenge to

contribute to the public inquiry beginning in
December 2006.

certain Futurology is too well

resourced. Lite could always be

simpler seen from some other

department.

Planning has been with us for a

long rime: Stonehenge and

Woodhenge were one solution to

peoples' needs; the Pyramids

another. Both doubtless had

economic impacts on a lot o\:

people and a lot of other impacts

besides that are not quantifiable.

And every now and again some

cataclysmic event (" .... events, dear

boy, events."), disrupts things

totally, Krakatoa, Hiroshima, the

tall of the Berlin Wall, the Death of

the Prophet's nephew, the Internet,

Doha, the Chinese need for fuel,

the cost (not just the price) of

Russia's gas; (should the Rio

conference and 7.11 figure in this

list? No prizes.)

So the gentle accumulation of sixty

years complexity of Town and

Country Planning law plus a lot of

other Acts and case-law, was swept

aside over tour years by a new Act

in 2004, even the structure of

which most people have not yet

grasped. Its aims are/were (?) to

balance Economic, Social and

Environmental values - Supposing

we (who is we?) know what they are

and can agree them in a Spatial

context L.D.F. ? Regional?

National? Or, are Feb. 2nd 2007

and Global Warming going to

Barker- Economise

prove the new cataclysm? Will the

American Enterprise Institute

prove the pantomime villain or our

salvation? Does Environment

stretch to Global Warming and

Sustainability?

Last year despite the newness of the

system, the Treasury and the

O.D.P.M. (really?) decided to

simplify it, give it more economic

thrust and appointed Kate Barker's

commission with the following

remit: -

" ... responsiveness of housing in

the U.K, in particular to consider

the interaction with the Planning

system and Sustainability ...

consult with stakeholders ....

identify options including fiscal

ones."

There is no denying a mismatch

between supply and demand in the

UK housing market over the last 30

years.

But first, does the study begin from

an examination of the multiple

underlying assumptions and

influences?

No, its direction was given by

drawing attention to "the

importance of the Planning

system as a vital support to

productivity and economic

growth."
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The hope was to buiLd on the recent planning reforms,

recognizing a need " ... for updating of Planning Policy

and Planning Process because, despite improvements

Planning Policy and Process still tended to have a

negative impact on productivity. (Are we talking short

term, medium term, or long term and measured

against what?) Barker proposed asking planners to "take

full account of economic benefits from development

applications".

(What else have planners been doing all these years?

Has there been time enough to evaluate the effect of

recent changes?)

So the executive summary sets out to attain: -

More responsiveness.

More land availability.

Better infrastructure provision

Streamlining to achieve greater certainty.

Enhanced speed and quality.

An improved appeals system.

and wider incentives.

(Which leaves me wondering what the Planning and

Compulsory Purchase Act was meant to do. Was it

history beginning anew or a recognition that in mature

societies even revolution of a sort can be part of

evolution?)

The ways in which all this was to be achieved were:

By unifying consent regimes.

Updating annual policy for economic develop

ment.

A new system for major infrastructure.

Promoting a positive planning culture:

Planning applications should be approved

unless there is good reason to believe that envi

ronmental, social and economic costs will

exceed the respective benefits.

Fiscal incentives for land reclamation.

Ensuring that new development beyond towns

and cities occurs in the most sustainable way,

by encouraging review of green belt

boundaries, and taking a more positive

approach to applications which will enhance

the quality' of green belts.

Take a more risk-based and proportionate

approach to regeneration.

Removal of need for minor community devel

opments to require

planning permission.

Support "town centre first" without the demon

stration of need.

• Fiscal incentives to share the benefits of growth.

• Fewer call-ins.

• Enhancing deficiencies (?) in processing applica

tions.

• Speeding up the Appeal system.

• Improving skills by raising the status of the

Chief Planner.

That is a list which could provoke pages of commentary if the

mid-year stage consulted had had time to put together their

responses. I have made a purely personal selection of bits

from the last year's responses Iry professional and lobby bodies,

(of ivhich ASHTAV is not yet one), whilst wondering whether

the most important lesson from the legend of King Canute is

the one that went unrecorded.

June 3rd 2005

SMALL TOWNS: ThreatsC loss of small shops and con

centration of services in larger centres. Background:

Importance of spatial strategy,

Analysis:

Small towns are the driving forces of a diversified rural

economy. They are important in job creation in the

countryside, and rural hinterlands in some areas are

doing especially well. But commuters take the jobs as

do in-migrators and previously inactive people. Average

journey distances being 11 miles. And the small towns

are over-represented in the low paid sectors.

March >' 2006:

The Policy Exchange Think Tank backed proposals to

give communities more say in developments. It

complained that marginal scrubland is protected as

green-belt while urban green spaces are lost to

development. Its report recommended abolishing

primacy of plan-led development. It said L. A.s should

oppose not propose.

The C.P.R.E. responded that that the think-tank had

not understood how the system works. I agree; this is

free-market bandwaggonning.

March 24l!l 2006:

GREEN BELTS; from Graeme Bell, a vice-pres. of

T.C.P.A. " .... We have anticipated sprawl and

invented green-belt to prevent it. What lies beyond is

often worse encouraging damaging speculation. Shoulc

we he degrading urban areas? ... Bargaining bits of

green-belt is not the answer. Regional Spatial Strategies

could be, so let us test this before further

upheaval quality' should be the watchword

Have we learnt all there is to learn from Milton Keyne

or the post-war new towns?"
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The voice of sanity. Recent reform of

listened evolution and amalgamation

needs lime to settle and to be evaluated.
But the same week's magazine
carries an O.F.T. report strongly

arguing support for lowering

barriers to retail (ie supermarket)

mobility, despite land-banks. It

complains of shifting goal-posts.

And this loo makes sense to a lot of

LA.s pursuing town centre regeneration
on the bach of large operators.

(Casinos?) More to it all than just

housing, then. But what about the

impact out of town?

March 3 I-1 2006

R.T.P.I. Emphasis needs to be on

planning leading to long-term

benefits in economic, social and

environment areas, even if it leads

to short-term problems.

R.S.P.B. says the review is

premature, calls for far-reaching

review as set out in the terms of

reference and has concerns about

quality.

F of E: The investigation is not

going to produce a fair assessment.

The British Property Federation sees

the review as a dangerous pressure

to deliver housing.

The Planning Officers' Society says

previous reviews have found that

planning does not prevent

economic growth, and has concerns

about the wider interests of society.

The T.C.P.A. insists that "effective

planning focuses growth" and

"development key to creating the

social and environmental

conditions for economic growth to

focus"

June 16*2006

The Commission for Rural

Communities calls for better

monitoring of the evidence for

policies working in countryside.

Barker

heads off calls

for overhaul

The water industry believes it has
been left high and dry.

And so to Kate Barker' interim
report issued in July •

■ ■■The system does nor need

another overhaul."

... necessarily slow with complex

trade offs

not the main cause of productivity

gap...

Public participation vital-

Local democracy key role in

sustainability

Meanwhile

"make the

system quicker,

more flexible

and more

responsive*
■"-

The Chancellor of the Exchequer

Comentariat: F of E: Chancellor hell-

bent on abolition oj planning

RTPI What the treasury never

understands is that planning is about

people and places, h is not the system

which is complex. /( is the issues that

arc...

Planning Officers; Now is ihe time.

and Baroness Andrews pledged that

any further reviews would arise

from a partnership within

Government and the profession,

7* December 2006

New stresses arise. While Barker

and the Treasury are in discord,

greater awareness ofglobalisation

and the beginnings of acute

awareness of climate change come

to the fore. The one says major

change is not needed. The

Chancellor insists that it is. Gideon

Amos warns again against short-

term market economics. The

Commons Select Committee sees a

risk in promoting housing growth

at the expense of the rented sector,

while it is claimed that "targets arc-

being met."

The Next Day ...

The Chancellor in his pre-budget

speech takes us back to pre-1991

with a presumption in favour of

development. Profession warns that

this will lead to low quality, sprawl

and delay. His emphasis is on cost

of delay, and a case is advanced for

major infrastructure being decided

centrally by an independent

commission; meanwhile the

Eddington report disappoints the

rail lobbies. Housing crisis deepens.

Back to disputes about green-belt.

"Community goodwill payments"

are slated as bribes. No nearer to

clarity about Planning Gain

Supplement and the future of

Section 106. Welcome for

proposals for greater training and

resources, and a reduction in paper

work.

All oj this will require legislation.

Meanwhile, things are moving on

the global front. The Chancellor

announces "zero carbon" within ten

years (in the awaited code for the

2% new build), along with

doubling of air passenger duty to

£10!!! Barker proposes to reduce

800 pages of guidance to 200, and

agrees that midway through a

period of revising statements and
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guidance is nor the best rime to

consider this type of reform.

The top planners have this to say:-

Town and Country Planning

Association: "Government must

not try to stifle scrutiny of

developments that will have serious

impacts. Communities cannot be

ignored.'

Lawyer: The report is schizophren

ic, parr doctrinaire, part practical,

parr realistic, parr lunatic does

nor move us forward.

Business: "Breath of fresh air new

system is proving more

cumbersome than that which it

replaced.

C.P.R.E: Any changes to the green

belt boundaries should be strictly

limited, fully justified, and offer a

clear environmental gain.

House builders: Planning should

be focused on facilitating outcomes

that will enhance national welfare

including the realisation of major

projects. (Phew)

5th January.2007:

(Things arc moving on.)

"A year ago the Government

denied the need for a separate

statement (PPS) on Climate

Change. Last month it published

one." And at least this time it is

part of PPS1 , and nor just

renewables but planning for sus-

tainahility .

Along with this is PPS3 offering

more flexibility for Local

Authorities over housing, design

and standards. And a recognition

that affordable housing matters to

the countryside. Demands for

green space and "lifetime neigh

bourhoods" appear. There is

recognition that different

challenges face different regions

and various parts of the

Countryside. But suburban gardens

still face "brownfielding". Property
renovation (the other 98%1) still

escapes attention. CABE remains

unhappy.

PLANNING concludes that PPS3

is on the right lines but some feel

that the policy does not go far

enough.

Perhaps a new style of economics is

emerging, although the Policy

Exchange remains in the Dark Age.

In January 2007 Minister Ruth

Kelly has announced

COMA1UNTIES ENGLAND

(needing primary legislation) to

begin in 2009 and include the

countryside ..

"Watch out,

hornets about!"
comment in Daily Telegraph on

Kate Barker II

to he continued ... ?

Heritage Link ma

Heritage White Paper the

platform for national

debate

Heritage Link welcomed the long awaited

I leritage White Paper , published today 8

March as nn exciting platform for public

debate to explore and recognise the value

ofhericage in the 21st century.

This is the moment we have been waiting

tor', said John Sell, Acting Chairman of

Heritage Link. 'After sis years, we have the

Government's proposals to implement a

new heritage protection system that is

Ampler, more open and more flexible. Wl
welcome this updating of the legal
framework and working practices to reflect

contemporary heritage chinking but we will

be scrutinising the White Paper carefully to

make sure there will be with no reduction

in the level of protection.'

John Sell added chat the White Paper

should be seen in the context of the bigger

challenge facing those who care for tun-

historic environment, and referred to the

joint Heritage Sector paper, Valuing out

Heritage': Whilst we welcome the

White Paper, it cannot be seen as

the whole answer to the challenge

facing managers, owners and

advisors whether their interests lie

with historic sites, buildings, places

or gardens of value to the nation.

Until public financial support is

assured, the longer term

maintenance and security of our

heritage hangs under a darkening

cloud.1

Heritage Link members believe that

heritage is central to economic and social

regeneration, to our quality of life,

community cohesion as well as place

shaping and personal identity. It should he

at the heart oi public policy as a positive

force for change. Over the three month

consultation period, Heritage Link will

stimulate debate <.m the detailed legislative

proposals as well as the vision statement the

Government sets out in its preface,

Heritage Link has, however, already voiced

concerns to Baroness Andrews who holds

responsibilities for heritage and planning in

Communities and Local Government and

to David Lammy, Minister for Culture at

the Department tor Culture, Media and

Sport, over the resources required to ensure

effective delivery of the Heritage Protection

Review. As well as financial support thi.s

includes training lor historic environment

professionals as well as the sorter 'people

skills' ro underpin greater community

engagement.

Whilst Heritage Link welcomes the

Heritage White Paper, it has

repeatedly warned that the attempt

to update the system will fail if the

financial resources are not made

available both to Local Authorities

and to English Heritage to put the

new regime into operation.
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Continued from page 2

ind that the current signage did not

:omply with the stated objective.

\gain we received a dismissive

■eply.

[n February 2006 we contacted the

:hief executive of One Stop> but

igain drew a blank. There is a strong

consensus in the town about

preserving the historic character of

the high street, so in April we wrote

again to the chief executive. This

time we received a more helpful

reply from the property director. He

informed us that the brown and

gold fascia was an old design which

they were no Longer installing, but

he sent us a more subdued design

chat they had installed within other

conservation areas for our considera

tion. This was shown to members of

the society who were disappointed

that the requested brown and cream

sign was no longer being installed,

but agreed that the offered sign was

more acceptable than the existing

one. However, they thought that it

would be more acceptable if it was

reduced in length to cover the shop

only. One Stop was sent a mock up
of the society's suggested

amendment to the sign. We were

given positive support from Henley

News On-line which published

several articles, one of which
included a questionnaire to readers,

and in October the result of the

questionnaire was sent to One Stop

which added weight to the request.

Our persistence paid off, and in

January' 2007 a new, smaller and

less obtrusive sign was fitted. The

society lias been commended in the

Henley On-line

electronic news

paper for the

outcome from this

longstanding

campaign, and we

uk have received very

favourable

comments from

the local

community. Although we didn't

succeed in our original request we

are pleased that we have achieved in

ridding the high street of the garish

red sign.

Margaret Twigg (chairman)

i is' 'T

' ;TSf 8' ■

J Hs is

Well done to Margaret

Twigg and her team in

Henley-in-Arclen.

Many ASHTAV readers will haw seen the

televised documentary (C4, Dispatches)
that showed that many Civic Societies and
local authorities find difficulty in dealing

with Tesco <ck Co.) even when there have

hcen alleyed infractions of planning law.

This story of partial success shows that it is

possible to strike a bargain and to achieve a

compromise solution. So, the messages

from Warwickshire is ...

Nil desperandum, and don't

forget to use the local on-line

newspaper - frequently it will

publish more detail about

controversial stories than will its

hard-nosed, hard-printed parent.

1 al

h ip

■ I

NKriulip ha? two ol thi' best designed

housing estates in the South West, ac

cording fo a nrw report.

Dukes Rise on the fadley Acies estate m

Shepron Mallet and Le^ Vale En Frome

have been scored among the highest in

tin- country following an inspection cover

ing rhe East Midlands, West Midlands

■.iiul the South West.

I Ik- report, released by CAUL- shows th.u

the two Mendip developments are within

six per cent of developments in the south

west that have been rated .n the highest

level as l-oocI or very good - thanks ro

dose working between Mendip District

Council, landowners and developers.

As part of its audit, CABE looked at the

overall character of developments, the

road layout, parkins availability, pedestri-

anisation, the design and construction ol
properties and the effects and links with

the environment and community.

I nnYr these criteria Dukes Rise (see il
lustrations) built b\ Bloor Homes scored
76 per cent - only three other estates in

the report, out of more than 100, scored
higher -and Lev Vale in Frame, which

was constructed by Redrew Homes,

scored 70 percent.

Spins: Flowers Henley News On-line
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ENGAGING YOUNG

PEOPLE IN HERITAGE

■ \ \ >■

GATEWAY GARDENS TRUS1
Social Inatutlan through Gnwimn lU

AN ASHTAV

SEMINAR

SATURDAY

21st APRIL

ENGAGING YOUNG

PEOPLE IN HERITAGE

PROGRAMME

Noon : Assemble for Networking Lunch ar

Clapton Mil!

2.00pm Meet at Crewkerne Museum

2.IS Introductions: Dan Wild

2.30 Bettina Harden: Engaging Youngsters

3.30 Juliet Saunders : HLF Funding

4.30 Museum and guided tour of

Crewkerne,

BOOKING ARRANGEMENTS

Cost £17 ( members) ;

£20 (non-members)

To include lunch,tea,cakes, seminar and

museum entrance

A registration form: is available via

www.aslitav.org.uk

please return it to : Dan Wild

2, Warwick Court, Abbey Road,

Malvern. WR14 31IU

or phone Dan on

01864566543

or e-mail him:

danwild@danwild.net

Dan Wild introduces this event.

Life is good when things turn out better than expected.

When ASHTAV received an invitation to join a Heritage

Link workshop on embracing diversity in Birmingham 1

can't say I looked forward to it. As 1 live nearest I attended

as a duty. 1 feared lest there were an attempt to make
ASHTAV feel guilty about our predominately white, elderly

(well, mostly retired), middle class membership. However,

over a 30-year career with a major international company there were many courses

workshops that I attended with initial cynicism, but from which I subsequently

benefited. And so it turned out with this one.

Just like ASHTAV meetings, Heritage Link meetings are great for networking ant

there were a few old friends, also in the heritage business, with whom to talk. It wa

this meeting that I talked with Chris Smyth of Heritage Railway Association abou

recruitment, who consequently kindly offered to let us reproduce the piece on pag

So the mingling over coffee, whilst assembling, started the day well.

The presentations were good, some inspiring, but not of great relevance to ASHT/

members. Surveys have shown that very few of the ethnic minorities who work or <

small historic towns and villages actually live in them; they tend to commute. Dun

the course of the day it dawned on me that what ASHTAV members need to do t<

embrace diversity is get young people involved, for they are the section of ou

communities which need embracing, or involving. The lessons on involving ethni

minorities equally applied to young people. One of the themes was celebrating th

bicentenary of the abolition of slavery. As reported in the last ASHTAV NEWS, P

of the valuable attributes that young people have to contribute are a sense of fairn

and a desire to shock. Slavery has been airbrushed out of the history of small towr

and villages, is a great topic in which Eo involve young people. It is not only

fascinating journey of discovery with wide ranging social implications, but there ai

Heritage Lottery Grants available for projects.

1 left the workshop, inspired to get ASHTAV involved with both engaging youn

people and raise awareness of the issues of slavery and its abolition. Juliet Saunde

who spoke on black history and HLF funding, and Bettina Harden, who has alrea

involved Gateway Gardens Trust in a project tracing the links of slave produced s

in the nation's food, have agreed to be our speakers on 21-' April at Crewkerne. I

inspired by both of them and am confident members wilt also leave from Crewke

inspired to do something in their communities, having enjoyed a great day out in

most agreeable town.

We are to assemble for a networking lunch at the Clapti

Mill. A "fork" menu will be available to facilitate minglii

but there will be adequate seating for those who prefer

sit clown whilst eating.

Hot Fork Buffet

Chicken and Mushroom Fricassee or

Vegetable Curry

served with rice, Mikl garlic and herb Bread,

plus potato and pasta salads

Homemade Fruit Crumble

Fresh Fruit Salad

Lemon and Lime Cheesecake

with a choice of custard or cream

LLJ

Tea and Coffee

Water jugs
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